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A GUIDE TO RUNNING YOUR EVENT

WELCOME TO GAME NIGHT
Thank you for your interest in Organized Play! This kit
contains instructions and promotional support to host an
OP event, and we invite you to use its contents as you see
fit. This document presents suggestions for how to start, but
if you or your Tournament Organizer (TO) already have
a plan we encourage you to do what works best for your
player group.

HOW TO RUN A TOURNAMENT
Tournaments are a fun way for your players to flex their
deck- and army-building muscles to demonstrate their skills
against each other. Tournaments provide exciting variety
and are an excellent way to keep your player community
energized. If this is your first tournament, follow our
recommendations below to run a Swiss format tournament.
Of course you may choose to use another tournament
format instead.
We have published detailed tournament rules for every
one of our OP-supported games. You will find these on our
website at www.fantasyflightgames.com/opsupport.
Why use the Swiss format?
All of FFG’s competitive events are run using the Swiss
tournament format. The Swiss format creates a positive
tournament experience because:
1) Players are paired against other players with the same
record each round, ensuring that later rounds remain as
evenly matched in skill-level as possible.
2) Players never play each other twice in the preliminary
rounds, guaranteeing a wide variety of play experiences.
3) Players cannot be eliminated from the tournament in the

preliminary rounds and therefore have the opportunity to
participate through the majority of the tournament.
In addition, the Swiss format scales well to any number
of players. You can easily regulate the duration of your
tournament by playing a declared number of preliminary
Swiss rounds before switching to single-elimination play
for the final rounds. It is typical that a TO would cut to the
top four or top eight players (depending on the number
of participants) to compete in the final rounds of singleelimination tournament play (see the “Tournament Round
Options” chart on the next page).
How do I begin?
In the first round of a Swiss tournament, all players are
paired at random. If there is an odd number of players, one
player may receive a bye (see “Byes” on the next page). In
all subsequent rounds of play, pairings are based on the
number of Match Points each player has earned. In those
rounds, pairings begin with the players sharing the highest
Match Points total (see “Match Scoring” on the next page).
Players with the same Match Points can be said to be in
the same “group.” When multiple players all share the same
Match Point total, the TO will pair players from within that
group at random.
If there is an odd number of competitors, the last
unmatched player will play against the top player in the
next-lowest scoring group. If there is an odd number of
players overall this pairing process will result in a single,
unmatched player in the lowest score group, who receives a
bye (see “Byes”).
The sole exception to the process is that two players
should not play each other twice in the Swiss rounds of a
tournament, and the TO may need to adjust a pairing to
avoid having players repeat a match.
Example: At the end of a tournament round, there are five
players with 5 Match Points each: Alex, Ben, Cathy, Dan,
and Ed. Alex and Ben are paired against each other, and
Cathy and Dan are paired against each other. Ed would play
against the top-ranked player of the next lower score group.
However, as Cathy and Dan have already played each other
in a previous round, the TO adjusts the pairings so Cathy
and Ed are paired. Dan will play the top-ranked player of
the next lower score group.

Tournament rounds
A Swiss-style tournament runs for a fixed number of rounds
based on the number of attendees. For larger tournaments,
the TO may either run through a full number of Swiss
rounds, or choose to “cut to the top” after a declared
number of rounds. This means that after a set number of
Swiss rounds, the top-ranked players compete in singleelimination play to determine the overall champion. If
the TO intends to cut to elimination play at the end of the
tournament, he must announce this decision before the
tournament starts.
It is important to note that you can always hold more than
the minimum number of rounds before a cut. The more
rounds you run, the more accurate your final standings.
Example: In a tournament of 24 players, the TO will either
run five full Swiss rounds, or cut to the top players after a
set number of rounds of play. To ensure the event duration is
manageable, he opts to run three Swiss rounds, then cut to a
single elimination bracket for the top four players.

NUMBER
OF PLAYERS

2-4

1 Match Point for a draw, and 0 Match Points for a loss. For
detailed scoring methods for all our OP programs, visit the
OP support page at http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/
opsupport.
Breaking Ties
If players have identical Match Points at the end of the
tournament, the TO should use the following tie breakers to
resolve the rankings–
1) Head-to-Head: If one player has defeated all opponents
with the same total number of Match Points, that player is
ranked ahead of the others in the same Match Point group.
2) Strength of Schedule: Calculate each player’s strength
of schedule by summing the total Match Points of all that
player’s opponents. The player with the highest strength of
schedule wins the tie. This method breaks the tie in favor of
the player who faced the most challenging competition over
the course of the entire tournament.
Single-elimination

In the final single-elimination rounds, the players will be
paired against each other and the losers will be eliminated
Tournament Round Options
until only one player remains. In single-elimination
finals with four players, two players would be
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eliminated after the first round, and then after the
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second round the winner would be determined.
If there is a top eight, there would be three single2
With so few rounds, there is no need
elimination rounds.
to cut to single-elimination play.
The winner will have already been
determined (almost certainly the only
one with no losses).
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Match Scoring
In a game where draws are possible – that is, games that can
tie, or rounds that have a time limit and are declared draws
if neither player has won within the time limit – give wins,
losses, and draws different relative values. This will make
determining the finalists much easier. A standard, general
way to score matches is to award 3 Match Points for a win,

Pairing for single-elimination finals should be
randomly seeded according to player rank from
the final standings of the preliminary rounds, with
the top-ranked qualifier facing the bottom-ranked
qualifier, the second-ranked facing the second to
the bottom, etc.
Byes

In a tournament with an odd number of players, a
false player (the “bye”) is inserted into the schedule to make
the number of pairings even. A player randomly paired
with the false player would receive an automatic win, or
“bye,” for the round. As the dummy player would lose every
game it played, it would not add to a player’s strength of
schedule. The first round bye is assigned at random, and in
subsequent rounds the lowest ranked player gets the bye.

IF YOU WANT TO HOST A WEEKLY GAME NIGHT…
Providing players a regular location and time to play is one of the simplest and most effective ways to
build and grow your local gaming community. If you have never hosted a Game Night or weekly league
before, here are some recommendations:
• Arrange to run your Game Night for six weeks. Meet on the same day and time every week. For example,
meet Thursdays at 7:00pm.
• Post a sign-up sheet three weeks in advance of the first meeting to generate interest, and gather the
contact information of interested players. Download pre-designed sign-up sheets from the OP support page
at www.fantasyflightgames.com/opsupport.
• At each Game Night have everyone pair up and play three games, preferably against players they
haven’t already challenged that week. One benefit of participating in league play is to face a variety of new
opponents. Make sure everyone has a chance to play everyone else at some point.
• Keep track of each player’s opponents, wins, and losses week-to-week. Download pre-designed
scoresheets from the OP support page at http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/opsupport.
• After six weeks, distribute prizes and begin signing up new players for the next league cycle!

This is a very basic outline. Try other fun additions like hosting a theme night at which everyone plays
the same faction, organize a draft, or run a competitive single-elimination tournament. If you want to
encourage brand new players, limit the game component pool (the cards or miniatures that everyone
participating can use) to the Core Set the first week so that new players don’t have to worry about
building a competitive deck, fleet, or army right away. Then gradually permit players to add a new pack
or expansion at each subsequent session.
The Golden Rule: your players should have fun, and they should have a reason to return each week.

HOW TO USE THE INCLUDED PROMOTIONAL ITEMS…
Each Game Night Kit includes a selection of prizes. Often the most numerous prizes, such as alternate
art cards or pins, can be used as participation prizes or given to the top eight players in a larger event.
The rare prizes, such as medals, acrylic tokens, or deck boxes, are often given to the winners of a
tournament or most active players in your weekly league. Any extra prize could go to the second
place player in a competitive group, or be given as a door prize or last place prize in a casual gaming
group. Finally, each kit contains one additional participation prize as a thank you for the Tournament
Organizer. Kits with alternate art cards include an extra copy of each card for the TO.
Let us know how your Kits are being used! Email organizedplay@fantasyflightgames.com.
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